Reading/watch List: poems that tell a story

1. **Busted** – Kwame Alexander (in *Booked*)

2. **Haircut Rap** – Valerie Bloom (from *Give the Ball to the Poet: A New Anthology of Caribbean Poetry*)

3. **Eastbourne** – Joseph Coelho (from *Overheard in a Tower Block*)

4. **In Wellies** – Sarah Crossan

5. **Chicken on the Roof** – Matt Goodfellow

6. **Extract from The Odyssey** – Homer (tr. Emily Wilson)

7. **Butterfly and Crocodile** – Joanne Limburg (from *Bookside Down*)

8. **Jeff Dixon Vs. Pacman** – Simon Mole

9. **Mollie** – Brian Moses (from *What are we fighting for?* By Brian Moses and Roger Stevens)

10. **Icarus** – Kate Tempest
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